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A b s tr a c t  T h e  very  to p ic a l and u p - to -d a te  d a ta  on som e sp e c ific  a sp e c ts  in the
laboratory-based nuclear collisions at very high energies, would be jolted heie down in some 
d e ta il, w ith  em p h as is  on and an g u la rity  in som e th eo re tica l ideas T he im p o rtan c e  and 
im plications of these data v is -a -v is  the theo ie tiea l p redictions o f  the m o d e l s  w o u l d  a l s o  b e  
h igh ligh ted  against the appropriate  contex tual background
K e y w o rd s  . Q uark-gluon plasm a, nuclear collisions, strangeness enhancem ent 
I’A C S  N o. 25 7 5 .DW
1. Introduction
The questions of production of mini jets, baryons and antibaryons (thus ol antimatter) and of 
strangeness enhancement are very topical and exciting issues in the high energy nuclear 
collisions from both theoretical considerations and experimental points of view. The measured 
and the model-based predicted ratios of antiharyon-to-haryon constitute the central theme of 
interest as they provide information f 1) on the space time evolution of the high density state 
formed in ultrahigh energy collisions. Besides, increased production of antinuclen in such 
collisions was one of the crucial predictions of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) hypothesis |2], 
This is because the dense plasma contains many more anliparlons than are normally found in 
ihe parton-antiparton sea of proton-proton interactions. An enhanced production of antinucleii 
would also provide support to the picture of baryons as topological solitons in a chiral 
condensate as has been postulated from some other hypothetical (theoretical) considerations 
|3|. The issues are also of interest even from astroparticle and cosmological points ol* view 
14-7].
With respect to the above-stated theoretical background, wc would collect here some 
very up-to-date salient features of the experimental data obtainable from the laboratory-based 
high energy nuclear collisions. Furthermore, we would also try to decipher the concrete messages 
and signals on the existing models in the light of the available data.
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2. Highlights on the salient experimental features
The followings are the key points from various high energy experiments involving hadrons 
(nucleons) and nucleii or any pair of nucleus-nucleus collisions.
(i) The NA 35 data on strange production at 200 A GeV/c demand that the 
strangeness suppression factor X be 0.2 for proton-proton and proton-nucleus 
collisions whereas for nucleus-nucleus collisions the suppression factor is 
roughly 0.3 [8].
(ii) The negative multiplicity dependence of X particle in S + Pb reactions at 200 A 
GcV/e and Pb + Pb reaction at 158 A GcV/c show slight discrepancies between 
measurements and model based (LUClAE-based) predictions.
(iii) The ratio of strange antibaryon n to the non-strange antibaryon p in central AA 
collision at 200 GeV per nucleon is larger than one and therefore significantly 
larger than the ratio in NN interactions.
(iv) The d /p  ratio at mid-rapidity in Pb-Pb collisions was measured to be
4.2 x KT4.
(v) The anti-lambda to antiproton ratio is ~ 0.37 for nucleus involved collisions.
(vi) Some concrete values of strange antibaryon to baryon ratio in Pb-Pb collisions 
are obtained from the experimental report of Anderson etal [9J and of Sorge [ 10].
(vii) There was an observation of one antihelium -  3 nucleus in Pb-Pb [3| collisions 
at 158 GeV/c per nucleon.
3. The models for secondary light nucleii and other particle production
(A) For nucleus-nucleus collisions :
The coalescence model provides the necessary tool to make an attempt at analysing the 
production of secondary very-light-to-light nucleus production from the collisions of the 
heavies at very high energies. According to this model [11], the production of nucleii (antinucleii) 
with a mass number A scales as a-th power of the production of nucleons (antinucleons).
where the symbols have their usual contextual significance as given in Ref. [11]
The model also predicts that the coalescence scaling factor should be the same for a 
nucleus and an antinucleus. The following values of the scaling factor for deuteron and tritium 
productions in the lead + lead (Pb + Pb) collision was obtained :
(2a)
with PA =A.Pp , (2b)
a 2 = (1.5±0.4)xlO"3 GeV2 / c \  
a } = (8.018.0) x 10“5 (GeV2 / c ’V .
At the relatively lower energies the scaling factor for deuteron was obtained to be
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a 2 = 1.5x1 O'2 GeV2/ c \
The change in values of the scaling factor, a 7 at two different ranges of energy has a 
bearing on the source size of the particles (nucleii) or antiparticles (antinucleii). The coalescence 
model assumes f 11] that the highly excited region formed in the collision decays via particle 
emission. The momentum distribution of the particles within that region as well as the emitted 
composite particles arc described by density matrices [1]. The production yields of composite 
particles with respect to the nucleon production yields are related to the internal wave production 
parameter, vA of the composite particle A and the source size parameter, v
d 3a .A








v , + v
3/2M -1)
where the rms source size radius is R = 3 / (2 v ) . In this analysis, the wave function 
parameters
v  . = 0.20 fm’2 , v = v , = 0.36 fm 2
d ' V
had been used from Sato and Yazaki [11]. The derived source sizes for nucleii and antinucleii 
arc listed from Ambrosini etal [ 11 in the following Table 1.
T able 1. Values o f  the source size param eters and the coalescence model A = M ass num ber. 
Pv = energy o f  the participating nucleus and R  = source size radius
C o llis io n  type 
(en e rg y )
P artic le  o r 
u n tip a rh c le
A P„ (M eV ) R  (fm ) rms 
(A p p ro x )
Pb + Pb d 2 49.1 ± 4.2 7 15
(158 G eV /c per nucleon) d 2 51.4 ± 5.2 6 .7 9
?He 3 64 .7  ± 5 6 -1 0  3 6 .7 0
'- H e 3 113 + 1 4 -113 3 4 4
t 3 6 3 .0  + 6 9 -1 7 .9 6 9 0
s + w d 2 100 ±  12 2 .5 5
(200 G eV /c per nucleon)
(B) For nucleon-nucleon collisions :
The parametrisation of differential cross section PP  —»CX is of utmost use and importance for 
final calculations. The differential cross section / (PP  —> CX ) is factorised here as follows.
l(PP~* CX) f  = f c (y ) g ( P T)
wi,h/,<>’) = 0 c  ( l - y ) *
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The values o f/&• arc given in Table 2 [ 12|
T ab ic  2. M odel pai a m eters for beta-values
P a r tic le -ty p e B eta-V alue
Lam bda 0 581
Sigma 1 .2 3 0
Cascade" 2 5 7 0
Cascade 3 .5 1 0
O m ega 4 8 8 0
A ntibaryons (all) 7 .8 5 0
The numerical values of (Bcla)t do depend on the mass of the particle-type ; for baryons 
while the data arc compatible with a unique value (7.N50) for all antibaryons.
Next, we propose a behavioural pattern for the second part in the above-mentioned 
factorisation formula,/.?., ( a T g ( p T ) [ 13). The form o f x ( p T) can be expressed as an exponential 
function with a coefficient, exp ( - h p f ) with h values to be represented by the following form. 
h  = 2/ < p 7 >, where < p 7 >  is the average transverse momentum of the particle and the values 
o f  b  are :
b , = 6.5, h = 7.0, h = 5.0 = h
K K k k
bp = bp = 4.0 and b t = h f = 2.7 (all inGeV/c)
4. Model-based calculated results
T able 3. C om parison of thcoicticul and experim ental values on single partic les
P an ic le  and 
u n tip n rlic lc
R apidity
o >
E x perim en ta l c io ss  
se c tio n
bam '
GeV; 1
M odel-based  calculations 
lo r m inim um  bias 
bam
events / . c GeV
K \  K 3 01 39 90 . 13 20 35 48 , 1 1 50
1 70 32 50. 2 0 .5 0 33 68 , 17 90
4 40 22 90, 15 80 30  88 , 15 75
5 09 21 40 . 7 30 24 75 , 10 .4
p and p 2 38 2 1 .1 4 . 2 08 18 80 , 2 78
3 06 24  52 , 2 01 26  65 . 2 70
3 75 30 64 . 2 .0 0 27 15, 1 80
4 45 45  60 , 0 .5 7 8 4 0 .4 0 , 0 .3 8
5 35 -  . 7 .9 x 1 0-4 4 1 .2 5 , 5 x |0  4
d and j 1 71 0 .1 8 2 , 4 l . 3 x l 0 - 4 --- , < 10 s
2 38 9 .7 7 x 1 0  : 7 .3 x 1 0 * -----,, <  io -n
3 .0 6 8 .9 1 x 1 0 - 8 .0 x 1 0-4 ----- , , < iO '
3 .7 5 0 .1 6 6  3, 3 .03x1  ()-4 < 1 0 '
4 .6 7 0 .6 3 3 , 2 9 .0 0 x 1 0~* < 1 0 '
5 36 5 30 , 3 9 3 x 1 0 '* < 10*
3 .3 5 1 .84x10*4. 4.6x10"* 4x  10"4
S o m e  a sp e cts  o f  exp e rim e n ta l high  en erg y n u c le a r  co llis io n s  etc 3 3 5
T a b ic  4. C om p ariso n  o f  th eo re tica l e s tim a tes  w ith experim en ta l m easu rem en ts for som e 
strange baryon  to baryon (A n tibaryon) ratios. [9]
R a tio C o rrec ted  ex p erim en ta l 
value
C alculated m odel-based 
value
n tn 0  14 ± 0.03 0.21
e ie ~ 0 27 ± 0 05 0 .3 4
a* ta~ 0 42 ± 0 12 0 35
0  I n 0 14 ± 0.02 0 22
0 + I n 0.26  ± 0 05 0 36
n ~  t e ~ 0 19 ± 0 04 0 27
f 2 *  1 0 * 0 30 ± 0 .09 0 42
t r + a +  
0 " + © +
0.21 ± 0 .03 0 19
5. Concluding Remarks
The models applied here might claim to have had so far only partial success in the sense that 
the few observations shortlisted here for analysis in the light of the theories on nucleus- 
nucleus and nucleon-nucleon collisions constitute only the tip of the iceberg. The vast sea of 
data on multiparticle production for several nucleus-nucleus collisions still remain unexplored 
by any model whatsoever, even for collisions at relatively lower energies 114J.
What has to be emphasised upon is NOT the agreement of values of only the ratios ; 
rather the actual cross section and the multiplicities of the various particle-types arc to be 
experimentally correctly measured and to be computed by model-based calculations for clarity 
and conviction. The reason for this statement is simply obvious.
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